Farewell Flowers
Guide & Prices

Each of our beautiful arrangements
starts with a chat so that we can
reflect the loves, life and interests of
the departed.
Each tribute will be unique and not
from any set format or catalogue.
We can include favourite colours or
flowers and that something different
to make a special countryside tribute.

We will work closely with your chosen undertaker and will
ensure that every last detail will be taken care of, including
the delivery of your flowers.
We deliver free within 5 miles of Woodchurch after which
there will be a small delivery charge.
If you prefer flowers can be collected from us.

Natural tied sheaf
A beautiful simple form of farewell flowers reminiscent of
a flat backed bouquet that is made to be laid on top of the
coffin.
This can be made to any size and can be used as the main
flowers or if you prefer as an added arrangement.
Comprising of seasonal British flowers whenever possible
on a supporting structure from woody and natural
materials in a country, hedgerow style tied with raffia or
hessian.
Suitable for natural burials

Prices start at £85 for a 70cm/2’6”

Wreath
These lovely tributes are an open centred ring made on a
recyclable wire base and covered in moss. Arranged in a
countryside style of seasonal flowers gathered together
with the best of our English hedgerow and meadow.
Wreaths can be placed on top of the coffin or alongside
Wreaths can also be made on a biodegradable base of a
willow ring and these are suitable for natural burials
Mossed willow based
wreath

Mossed wire based
wreath

50cm diameter £110
30cm diameter £75

30cm diameter £65
50cm diameter £95

Casket spray
This is an arrangement that sit on top of the coffin. The
flowers are arranged into a sustainable moss base.
Available in different sizes and can have a double ended
tapering point or a single point forming a ‘tear drop’
shape.
Often chosen as the main arrangement.
90cm/3ft from £170
120cm/4ft from £230
150cm/5ft from £260

Swags
Swags can be fastened to the sides of coffins between the
handles or on the ends, particularly if they are of the woven
or basket type. They can be used in place of garlands.
Suitable for green burials
From £25 each

Garlands
Garlands can be made of ivy or other foliage and are
wrapped around the coffin.
Flowers can be added to the garlands if preferred
Suitable for green burials

16ft country ivy garland £85
Garlands with flowers added start at £125

